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Abstract. Though the concept of shared spaces had been known for quite a
while, it did not become popular until the arrival of the internet and social
software. Via this way, the concept has penetrated other IT-areas, including the
area of Business Process Management, which brings about the needs of
investigating the usage of shared spaces in connection to Business Process
Support (BPS). The first part of this experience report describes the authors'
experience of building, introducing in the operational practice, and using BPS
systems based on the shared spaces architecture. It presents three examples of
applications aimed at supporting collaboration/communication in the frame of
business process instances. These systems use three different mechanisms
for arranging communication/collaboration. The first system is based on
collaborative planning; the second one is based on the specialized structure of
the shared spaces, and the third one on changes in the status of the processes.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the analysis of the examples from the
first part in order to create a preliminary taxonomy of communication styles in
systems with shared spaces architecture. For this end, the authors identified
three binary parameters that characterize the way invitations to visit a shared
space are issued. These parameters can be used for analyzing communication
capabilities of BPS systems, as well as other types of computer systems, with
the shared spaces architecture.
Keywords: business process, groupware, communication, shared space.

1 Introduction
The concept of shared spaces is well known [1][2] and has become widely used in the
Internet era in connection with advances of social software. A blog, personal journal,
and even a photo album are all examples of shared spaces, as they allow sharing
information.
Now, shared spaces begin to penetrate the business world as a new generation of
workers, brought up with computers, arrives to the labor market. Most of them are
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digital natives [3] fully integrated into a multitude of social networks and continuously
using shared spaces. The trend of using shared spaces for communication concerns the
area of business processes in the highest degree [4].
We believe that proper employment of shared spaces in BPS systems requires good
understanding of how such spaces enable communication and what kind of
advantages and limitations they have. Therefore, we undertake an attempt to identify
important styles of communication via shared spaces.
The goal of this paper is twofold. The first sub-goal is to present our experience of
building, introducing in the operational practice, and using BPS systems based on the
shared spaces architecture. The second sub-goal is to analyze this experience in order
to create a preliminary taxonomy of various communication styles in systems with
shared spaces architecture.
In order to create a proper foundation for the later considerations, we start with
reviewing the role of shared spaces in BPS systems (Section 2). We also explain how
a system that employs shared spaces differs from a traditional business process
support system based on workflow.
The first sub-goal of the paper is achieved by discussing three examples of
applications aimed at supporting collaboration/communication in the frame of
business process instances (Sections 3-5). All three systems have been built based on
the state-oriented view on business processes [5], and all of them use shared spaces to
facilitate communication between process participants. The systems employ three
different ways of using shared spaces for communication. The first system uses
collaborative planning. In the second one, communication is based on the specialized
structure of shared spaces. In the third one, the communication is based on changes in
the status of processes.
The way of using shared spaces in each of the systems is not arbitrary but reflects
the types of business processes each system supports. In the first case, the system
supports loosely-structured processes that require much ad-hoc communication
between people engaged in them. In the second case, the system supports relatively
structured processes. In the third case, the system supports simple real-time processes
with high requirements on the speed of communication.
The second sub-goal of the paper is achieved by analyzing the differences between
the systems in respect of how the invitations to visit shared spaces are issued (Section
6). Based on this analysis, three binary parameters are introduced to differentiate
communication styles in systems with shared spaces architecture.
In the last part of the paper, we give a short overview of related works (Section 7),
and discuss our experience and draw plans for the future research based on it (Section
8). As the paper is an experience report, in the “Related works” section, we pay
special consideration to list our own works that explain the theoretical background of
our experience as well as give the possibility for the reader to learn about some parts
of our experience in more details.

2 A Role of Shared Spaces in BPS Systems
There exist numerous definitions of what a business process is, each of them focusing
on a particular property of business processes. For the sake of this paper, we take the
following view on business processes:
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“A business process is a way of combining efforts of several people for reaching a
(well or not so well defined) goal”.
Accepting this view, we consider only those business processes in which people
play a role of the driving force behind the processes, leaving totally automated
processes, and processes where people are used just for well-defined operations aside.
Such processes require extensive communication between the participants of each
process instance in order to reach the operational goal of the instance.
By a BPS system, we understand a system that helps process participants to run their
process instances according to a process (type) definition. From the communication
point of view, a BPS system with shared spaces differs from a pure workflow system by
the kind of “information logistics” the system employs for providing process
participants with instructions and information needed to complete their tasks in the
frame of a process instance [6]. The workflow-type BPS systems use a so-called
“conveyor belt” logistics [6] in which instructions, and information that is needed are
sent to the “next in-line”.
A BPS system with shared spaces employs a so-called “construction site”
information logistics [6]. Such a system has no explicit data/information flow. A
shared information space is created for each process instance to hold all information
that is relevant to the process instance, e.g., documents received and sent, information
on tasks planned and completed, reports on results achieved when completing these
tasks, etc. All this information is easily available each time a process participant is
invited to visit this space and complete some task related to it. Thus, a shared space is
similar to a construction site where different kinds of workers are invited to complete
their own tasks and leave the rest to the others.
The functioning of a BPS system based on shared spaces can be described in the
following way:
− When a new process instance starts, a new shared space is created. It gets a unique
name, an owner (responsible for the instance), and possibly, an instance team.
− When the process instance reaches its operational goal, the shared space is closed
(sealed), but remains accessible for reading (an instance goes to the archive).
− A person who is assigned a task in the frame of the process instance “goes” to this
instance's shared space to get information he/she needs for completing the task and
reports the results achieved in the same space.
The “construction site” information logistics via shared spaces has certain advantages
compared to the traditional communication schemes for those business processes in
which instances can vary considerably from one to another. In such a situation, it is
difficult to decide what and how much information needs to be sent to a person
completing a certain task. When a person is invited to visit a certain part of a shared
space, he/she oversees not only this local part, but also everything adjacent to it, and
can use this additional information when completing his/her task without being
explicitly told to do so. In other words, if using a traditional communication scheme
you send one document to a person, and this is all he/she gets. If you send a person to
work on a certain document placed in some corner of a shared space, he/she can
access not only this document, but also other documents in this corner, or anywhere
else in the whole shared space. More detailed justification of using shared spaces in
BPS systems from the business point of view can be found in [7].
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For the shared spaces technique to work efficiently in a BPS system, two
conditions should be fulfilled:
• Shared spaces are properly structured. In a normal business environment, a person
participates in many process instances, and, often, in parallel. For the shared space
technique to work efficiently, he/she needs to understand the situation in a shared
space he/she is visiting at a glance, and quickly find all information related to the
task at hand.
• Invitations should give process participants a clear understanding on why they
have been invited and what they are expected to do in each particular shared space.
Note that invitations to visit shared spaces in BPS systems have a different meaning
from that in social software. In the latter, invitations are not binding; a person invited
may not visit the shared space at all. In a BPS system, however, following an
invitation is mandatory or at least strongly recommended; otherwise the whole
communication /collaboration scheme will break down.
Naturally, getting an invitation does not constitute the only reason why a person
would like to visit a shared space. He/she can do it in an arbitrary manner, or because
some event happened in the frame of a process instance that is of value to be
registered in its shared space.
In the next three sections, we will introduce three examples of BPS systems that
use the principles outlined in this section.

3 A System with Collaborative Planning
3.1 Description
A system called ProBis was developed based on ideas from [5] for a Swedish interest
organization (The Swedish Union of Tenants ) in 2003-2006 as described in [8][9]. A
shared space in ProBis is presented to the end-user as a window divided in several
areas by using the tab dialogues technique, see Fig. 1.
Some areas of the window are standard, i.e. independent from the type of the
business process; others are specific for each process type supported by the system.
Standard areas comprise such attributes and links as:
• Name and informal description of a process instance
• Links to the owner, and, possibly, the process team
• Links to the relevant documents, created inside the organization, and received from
the outside
The standard part of ProBis shared space includes also the task area (tab) that contains
two lists, as in Fig. 1. The to-do list (to the left in Fig. 1) includes tasks planned for
the given process instance; the done list (to the right in Fig.1) includes tasks
completed in the frame of it. A planned task defines what and when something should
be done in the frame of the process instance, as well as who should do it. All tasks
planned for a given person from all process instances are shown in the end-user’s
personal calendar. From the calendar, the user can go to any shared space for which a
task is assigned to him/her in order to inspect, change, or execute this task.
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Fig. 1. View on the ProBis shared space

Fig. 2. Assigning a task to another user in ProBis
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The only way of communicating via ProBis is by assigning a task to the
communication partner. This is done by filling a form as in Fig. 2. One chooses the task
from the list, assigns it to another user of the system, adds a textual description and
some parameters, for example a document that is already registered in the process
instance space. The task list is configurable and can be adjusted for each installation and
process type.
To further facilitate communication, several more advanced features were added to
ProBis. For example, there is a possibility to plan the same task to many users.
Additional users can be added from the list with the “+” button (See Fig. 2), or can be
fetched from a predefined group. Each user gets its own task in the calendar and will
need to go and complete it independently of other users. Multi-user planning gives a
possibility to easily raise attention of several people to some event that has happened
in the process instance. Another advanced feature is the “Returned receipt” check-box
which ensures that the planner gets a special “Attention” task planned as soon as the
task he/she has assigned to somebody else has been completed.
3.2 Experience of Use
Based on our experience with ProBis, collaborative planning provides a very efficient
way of communication/collaboration in the frame of business process instances. It is
especially useful for:
• loosely structured processes, i.e. processes for which there are no predefined ways
for handling each instance.
• processes driven by a professional team that knows how to use the system quite
well.
There are, however, two drawbacks with the approach when using it for more
structured processes that involve occasional users:
• The dynamic aspect of business processes is poorly visualized. One needs to go
through the done-list and browse the history to get an understanding of how a
given process instance is developing in time.
• Using the system puts some requirements on the user, as he/she needs to
understand the general ideas built in the system and get some training. This means
that the system is not very friendly for newcomers and casual users. Planning as a
way of communication causes the major problem here, as it is considered to be
counter-intuitive. Detailed planning is not as widespread in business life as one can
imagine.

4 A System with Specialized Structure of Shared Spaces
4.1 Description
In a system with a specialized structure, shared spaces are structured according to the
process map designed for a particular process type. In our case, such a map is
designed with a tool called iPB [10]. Several systems have been built with the help of
this tool. The biggest one is employed in the social office of one of the Swedish
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municipalities (municipality of Jönköping), where it helps to conduct investigations
on suspected child abuse.
A process map in iPB is a drawing that consists of boxes placed in some order, see
Fig. 3. Each box represents a step of the process, and the name of the step appears
inside the box (no lines or connecters between the boxes). A textual description is
attached to each step that explains the work to be done. Each process instance gets its
own copy of the map that serves as a table of contents for its shared space, see Fig. 3.
The map is used for multiple purposes: as an overview of the case, guidelines for
handling the case, and a menu for navigating inside the shared space. The user
navigates through the shared space by clicking on the boxes of the steps with which
he/she wants to work. Not all boxes are clickable at the beginning; those that are
grayed require that one or several previous steps are dealt with first, see Fig. 3. These
constraints are defined with the help of so-called business rules.

Fig. 3. A map used for structuring the shared space of a process instance

A click on a step box redirects the end-user to a web-form that assists him in
completing the step. The form contains text fields, option menus and radio-buttons to
make choices, checkboxes, as well as more complex fields. The form may also
include “static” texts that explain what should be done before one can fill some fields.
From the shared spaces architecture point of view, the iPB solution can be
interpreted as follows. The total process instance shared space is divided into a
number of subspaces called process steps. The steps are graphically represented to the
end-users as boxes. Subspaces may or may not intersect. The structure of a step
subspace is represented to the end-users as a form to fill. Intersecting subspaces
means that forms attached to different steps may contain the same field(s). Usually, in
this case, the intersecting fields can be changed only in one form; they are made readonly in the second one.
The progress in filling the step forms is reflected in the map attached to the shared
space via steps coloring. A gray box means that the step form has not been filled and
cannot be filled for the moment. A white box means that the step form is empty but can
be filled. A step with a half-filled form gets the green color, and additional information
about when the work on it has been started, and who started it. A step with a fully
filled form gets the blue color, and additional information about the finish date.
The primary way of “forcing” a person to visit a particular shared space in iPB is
by assigning him/her to become an owner/co-owner of some step. Such an assignment
results in an email message being delivered to this person, and the process to appear
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in his/her list of “My processes”. When visiting a process shared space, a person can
see directly on the map what step(s) are assigned to him, see a green box in Fig. 3.
4.2 Experience of Use
The communication possibilities in an iPB-based system may seem to be too limited.
The only way of attracting a given person's attention to visit a particular shared space
is by assigning him/her to be an owner/co-owner of some step in the given process
instance. No clarification or explanation is given when making the assignment. This
should be figured out by the person him/herself from the state of the process, i.e. from
the partly filled step form.
However, in practice, this communication mechanism works quite well for
relatively structured processes for which it is possible to identify steps. A system of
this kind is quite easy to introduce in operational practice, which cannot be said about
systems with a collaborative planning style. The communication works well even
when participants do not know each other personally.
To extend communication possibilities, we added a rudimentary planning scheme
similar to ProBis. In the systems currently introduced, however, this additional
mechanism is not being widely used.

5 A System with Communication Based on Status Changes
5.1 Description
The system called eForm was developed for a large Swedish call center (Eniro
118118) to solve the daily staffing problems that can be defined as follows [11]. The
scheduling software is run once per month. Staffing requirements may change from
day to day (if not from hour to hour) due to changing volumes of inbound calls. In
addition, unscheduled absences due to illness, traffic jams, snowfall, etc. make it
impossible to totally rely on the pre-generated schedule even when the call volume
follows the established pattern. Corrections in the schedule are constantly made to
cope with fluctuations in volumes of calls and the number of agents not appearing for
work. More agents need to be called in to deal with an increase in the volume of calls
or increase in the number of absentees. Alternatively, fewer agents are required when
the call volume decreases, or the sick rate due to a seasonable epidemics diminishes.
Effective dealing with fluctuations in the staffing level at a call center requires fast
communication channels between agents and managers responsible for operative
staffing of the call center. eForm is a web 2.0 system providing efficient channels of
communication between three different categories of workers at a call center:
• Central staffing center, aka Control Tower, or just Tower
• Agents
• Coaches (managers)
The system works according to a simple scheme: a communication process starts when
one of the participants fills an electronic form that serves as a shared space for this
process. This form gets the status New and immediately appears in the list watched by
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another communication partner. The latter processes the form and sets its status to
Finished or changes its status to something else that requires further processing, for
example, Question. In the former case, the form disappears from the actual list; but it
can still be found through search in the archive (if needed). In the second case, the
form disappears from the actual list of this communication partner and appears in the
list of some other communication partner, e.g. the one who originally filled the form.
Let us demonstrate how this scheme works on a particular example. Unscheduled
absences are reported by agents to their coaches via direct phone calls. A coach
communicates this information to the Tower via eForm with a couple of touches of
the keyboard by selecting the agent’s name, time, and reason for an unscheduled
absence. While filling the form, the coach has access to the information about
previous unscheduled absences of the same agent. Thus, he/she has a possibility to see
a pattern of absences and discuss the matter with the agent. The coach has also a
possibility to promptly fill an absence form that concerns more than one agent, for
example, in case of an unscheduled training session.
As soon as the coach saves the form, it appears in the absentees list at the Tower. A
tower worker makes corrections to the schedule accordingly, after which the form
disappears from the actual list (but remains accessible via the archive search). In case
of any uncertainty, the Tower quickly returns the form to the coach with a comment
by changing its status to Questioned. The coach corrects the form, after which it again
appears in the Tower’s absentees list.
5.2 Experience of Use
In eForm, there are no explicit “calls” to visit a shared space. The form appears in the
list of one of the participating partners dependent on the state of the process, more
exactly on the value of one or more fields of the form. From our experience, this
mechanism creates a very efficient communication channel, and the system is easy to
learn, and introduce in operational practice. This is an important factor in the above
business case, because the turnover of agents in a typical call center is, usually, quite
high. The communication mechanism works very well for simple real-time processes
with strong requirements on the speed of communication.

6 Identifying Communication Styles
Let us investigate differences between the three BPS systems types discussed in
Sections 3-5. First of all, there is a difference in the structure of shared spaces. In
ProBis – a shared space has a generalized, logical structure. Similar types of objects
are gathered on the same tab. For example, there is a separate tab for documents, a
separate tab for planned and completed tasks, etc. (see Fig. 1). This reflects the area of
ProBis usage – loosely structured processes for which it is not possible to create a
more exact structure. In iPB, a shared space is structured in steps according to the
“dynamics” of a particular business process type (see Fig. 4). In eForm, shared spaces
are quite simple and do not require complex structuring.
Secondly, these three systems implement, on the surface, completely different
mechanisms of using shared spaces to facilitate communication/collaboration. ProBis
uses collaborative planning. An iPB- based application uses assignment of owners/
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co-owners to process steps. eForm uses a list management system to attract the
attention of the end-users.
To compare the above mechanisms, we need to abstract from the technical details
and consider each mechanism as a way of issuing invitations to visit a shared space.
Then, the three mechanisms described in the previous sections can be interpreted as
follows.
In ProBis, a task planned for a person represents a manually issued invitation for
him/her to visit the process instance shared space with detailed instructions of what
he/she is supposed to do there (whom to call, what document to read, etc.). In an iPBbased application, assignment to be owner/co-owner of a step represents a manually
issued invitation for this person to visit a particular part of the process instance shared
space (a form corresponding to the given step) without any instructions on what
he/she is supposed to do there. In eForm, a form appearing in the given person's
process list represents an automatically issued invitation to visit the process instance
shared space without any instructions on what he/she is supposed to do there.
Generalizing the above, we suggest the following three parameters with binary
values for identifying communication styles:
• Issuing technique (Manual/Automatic) – an invitation is issued manually by one of
the process participants, or automatically by a system based on the state of the
shared space.
• Invitation scope (Global/Localized) – a person is invited to visit the whole shared
space or a particular part of it.
• Invitation instructiveness (Non-instructive/Instructive) – a person should
him/herself figure out what to do in the shared space based on the state in which
he/she finds it when he/she comes there, or an invitation may include instructions
on what a person is supposed to do there.

Instructiveness
Pure styles
Instructive

Basic
Style
Localized

Mixed styles

Automatic
Issuing
Technique

Scope
Fig. 4. Communication Styles
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The above parameters formally give eight classes that we call communication styles.
Let us consider Automatic as a more advanced feature than Manual, Localized as a
more advanced feature than Global, and Instructive as a more advanced feature than
Non-instructive. Then we can present the classification as a cube in a threedimensional space where a “basic” style Manual/Global/Non-instructive constitutes a
zero point, see Fig. 4.
Table 1 below presents styles employed in the systems discussed in this paper.
As we can see, each system employs a style that includes only one advanced feature,
which means that all styles employed in the systems lie on the axes of the cube in
Fig. 4. We call such styles “pure” communication styles, as an opposite to other nonbasic styles, which we call “mixed” styles.
Table 1. Communication styles employed in the systems discussed

Collaborative
planning (ProBis)
Specialized
structure (iPB)
Status
change
(eForm)

Issuing technique

Invitation scope

Manual

Global

Invitation
instructiveness
Instructive

Manual

Localized

Non-instructive

Automatic

Global

Non-instructive

In Section 2, we stressed that an invitation to visit a particular shared space should
give the process participant a clear understanding on why he/she has been invited and
what he/she is expected to do there. In the case of eForm, shared spaces are simply
structured, thus neither localization nor instructiveness is needed for the invited
person to understand what he/she is supposed to do.
Both ProBis and iPB allow quite complicated structures of shared spaces, thus
some help is needed to find out what is required from the invited person. In ProBis,
this help is provided by instructiveness, which compensates the absence of
localization. In iPB, this help is provided by localization, which compensates the
absence of instructiveness.
As we already mentioned, the systems discussed in this paper implement “pure”
communication styles (only one advanced feature is present in each of them). It does
not mean that a mixture is not possible or useful, but only that one advanced feature is
sufficient for certain practical purposes as outlined in Sections 3.2, 4.2 and 5.2.

7 Related Works
Works on which the current paper is based are as follows. The earliest attempt to
systematically build a BPS system based on the principles outlined in Section 2
(shared spaces along with collaborative and automated planning) was made in 19891990. The project, called “DealDriver”, is described in [12], [13]. The ideas from
the DealDriver project were first presented to the research audience in [14]. More
detailed introduction into the state-oriented view on business processes that has been
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developed in connection to the DealDriver project can be found in [5]. For an
overview of the practical experience in BPS systems development up to the time of
building the first version of ProBis see [8]. The high-level theory underlying the stateoriented view on business processes is presented in [15][16]. Both DealDriver and
ProBis belong to the category of case-handling systems later identified in [17].
Other research works that directly or indirectly belong to the topic of this paper are as
follows. The concept of shared spaces is not a new one. It has been widely used in
research literature for some time, see, for example, [1]. The simultaneous integration of
face to face communication and the exchange of graphical information has been
introduced by [2]. The integration of video and audio is proposed by [18]. Embodiments
are used to enhance virtual shared spaces in [19]. In [20] media spaces are differentiated
from collaborative virtual environments and spatial video conferences.
Using shared spaces for business collaboration was discussed in many research
works. A task-oriented collaboration comparable to our collaborative planning can be
found in [21]. The new media model introduced in [22] shows tight relationships to
shared spaces. Media are spaces where agents can collect and represent information.
Roles, describing rights and obligations determine the behavior of agents. In
PRODNET [23], a federated database architecture has been used to support shared
spaces. Gaia – a middleware infrastructure to enable spaces for cooperatively solving
tasks - is presented in [24]. An introduction on how to manage multiple and
collaborative tasks is give in [25]. An early system that incorporates some features of
ProBis and iPB is OASIS [26]. It supports its users to cooperate for achieving a
common goal.

8 Discussion and Future Plans
As was stated in the introduction, the goal of this paper was twofold. The first sub-goal
was to present our experience in building domain-specific applications for supporting
communication/collaboration in the frame of business process instances. This sub-goal
was fulfilled by presenting examples of three systems. Each example contains the
description of a system and the review of experience of its usage. In the latter, we
outline types of business contexts for which each of the systems is best suited.
As any experience, ours is unique, though some features found in our systems can
be found in others, as well. The main characteristic of our approach to building BPS
system that differentiate us from others is that all our systems are systematically being
built based on the principles of shared spaces architecture outlined in Section 2, and
the state-oriented view on business processes from [7]. We are not aware of any other
attempts of creating a line of on the surface dissimilar systems that implement these
architectural and theoretical principles. In addition, our second example represents not
a system, but a tool that can be (and already is) used by others for building BPS
systems with the shared spaces architecture. The approach accepted for building BPS
system implemented in iPB, as far as we know, is unique.
The second sub-goal was to introduce a taxonomy of communication styles for
collaborative systems with shared spaces architecture. This was done based on the
analysis of our experience and resulted in the introduction of three parameters with
binary values: issuing technique, scope, and instructiveness.
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The parameters proposed for the style identification can be applied for the analysis
of publicly and commercially available systems that employ shared spaces for
communication/collaboration. As an example, let us consider Google Sites [27],
which is a shared spaces system created in the context of Google's E-Mail system
Gmail [28]. A Google site is a tree-structured collection of pages that can be edited
without an external tool using a browser-based interface. Other users may be invited
to collaborate as a site owner, editor or reader. Furthermore, it is possible to share a
site with everyone on the web. In the enterprise edition of Google Sites, it is possible
to give read or write access to all users of the enterprise’s domain. Google Calendar is
used to delegate tasks. This can be done if the addressee of the delegation shares
his/her calendar with the delegating person. The delegating person can create tasks in
the calendar of the addressees and thus to delegate tasks to him/her.
According to the communication styles scheme suggested in section 6, Google
Sites uses the manual issuing technique (through the calendars). An invitation always
has a global scope, as it concerns the whole site. Invitations are instructive, as it is
possible to specify what has to be done in the delegated task.
From the point of view of the parameters introduced, the three systems from our
experience represent “pure” communication styles, which, of course, does not exclude
creating a mixture of styles. In fact, we are in the process of adding the automatic
issuing technique to both ProBis (based on [16]), and iPB.
The three parameters for style identification proposed in this paper give only basic
characterization of communication capabilities of a system with the shared spaces
architecture. More detailed classification is required for covering the nuances. For
example, the automatic issuing technique can be divided into two subcategories:
general rules, and instance rules. General rules ensure automatic issuing of invitation
that covers all instances of the given process type. Instance rules mean a capability to
ensure automatic invitations for a particular process instance/case. The latter are often
expressed in the form of subscription to certain events in a shared space (see, for
example, proposals for adding instance rules to ProBis in [16]).
As follows from the experience presented in the paper, different communication
styles suit different kinds of business contexts. For example, high requirements on
speed of communication, as in eForm, warrant automatic issuing technique. A complex
structure of shared spaces, as in ProBis and iPB, requires either instructiveness or
localization (or both).
To find a proper mixture of communication styles for a practical business case, the
properties of each communication style should be understood, so that the styles
are mixed based on the requirements of a particular business environment. Our
current research in progress is devoted to this task. In this research, we analyze our
experience from the point of view of business requirements that can be set on the
communication/collaboration mechanisms. Here, we differentiate several groups of
requirements: functional requirements (e.g., possibility of inviting an arbitrary person
at any moment of time), security requirements (e.g., restricting a person's capability of
viewing parts of the shared space), social requirements (e.g., support of week ties),
and business process requirements (e.g., support for predefined tasks for the given
process type).
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